This month’s hottest films, TV shows,
DVDs, Blu-rays and books…

MOVIE

The Muppets are back, touring the
theatres of Europe in this brand-new
action-comedy-musical! But mayhem
follows them overseas as they find
themselves entangled in an international
crime caper headed by Constantine —
the World’s Number One Criminal. And
unfortunately for Kermit, Constantine
looks exactly like him. Yikes!
After a case of mistaken identity, Kermit
ends up in a Russian prison and Constantine
infiltrates the Muppets. How long will it be
until the gang notice something is wrong?!
OIn cinemas from 28 March
Ricky Gervais
is in the
new Muppet
movie!

See Earth LIVE
from space on TV!

Live From Space

Strap yourselves in for a trip around
Planet Earth! For the first time ever,
cameras onboard the International Space
Station (ISS) will be beaming down LIVE
footage of our world as seen from Space.
It takes 90 minutes for the ISS to orbit the
Earth, travelling at nearly 500km per minute —
so from the comfort of your sofa, you’ll zoom all
the way around the planet, seeing breathtaking
shots of sunset and sunrise, as well as city lights,
lightning and shooting stars. Cool!
OLive from Space, a two-hour special presented by
Dermot O’Leary, screens in mid-March on Channel 4.
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The Muppets
head to the UK!

WIN!
Will Turbo’s
dream come true?!

KERMIT

We had a quick ribbit with the
greenest star in the world — Kermit!

NG KIDS xxxxx?
Kermit xxxxxx

WIN!
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Turbo

This fast-paced film tells the tale of
a snail who just wants to be speedy.
Though Turbo’s dream of life in the fast lane
seems silly, one day a freak accident sends
him zooming through life at 320kmph!
Turbo’s ultimate goal is to
compete in the world’s fastest
car race — the Indianapolis
500. And with the help of his
streetwise snail crew, Turbo
proves that no dream is too
big — and no dreamer is
too small. You go, little guy!
OOut now on Blu-ray
and DVD!

got seven copies of
WIN! TurboWe’ve
on Blu-ray to give away.

Q Which of these products has
snail slime been used in?
a) Face cream b) Super glue c) Hair gel

WIN!

Debbie meets lots of
unusual characters,
like Bombero!

Yonderland

Bored single-mum
Debbie finds
herself on a bonkers
adventure when she
steps through her
kitchen cupboard into
the extraordinary world
of Yonderland, meeting
an assortment of strange (and idiotic)
characters. Get ready for fake beards,
silly songs, peculiar puppets and lots
of laughs in this TV series from the
creators of Horrible Histories!
OThe first series is out now on DVD.

WIN!

BLU-RAY

David Walliams

d
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Most Wanted

TV
NASA

MUPPETS

Ratburger

DVD

We’ve got ten Yonderland
DVDs to give away.
Q What’s another word for ‘yonder’ ?
a) Close b) Nearby c) Far away

WIN!

Things aren’t looking
good for Zoe. Her
hamster has just died and
her step-mum is so
lazy she asks Zoe
to pick her nose for
her! And now evil
Burt from Burt’s
Burgers is trying to
get hold of her new
breakdancing pet rat!
Can you guess what
he wants to do with
him? The clue’s
in the title...

BOOKS

WIN! We’ve got ten copies of Ratburger
up for grabs.

Q Unscramble these letters to reveal

WIN!

what type of animal a rat is.
DOTREN

WIN!

The Forbidden Library
Django Wexler

When Alice’s dad
is lost at sea,
she’s sent to live with
her uncle, owner of a
huge library that’s off
limits to Alice.
But after meeting a
talking cat who sneaks
her into the library,
Alice opens a book
and suddenly finds
herself inside it — and
the only way out is by conquering the
dangerous creatures within. Woah!

WIN! We have ten copies of this exciting
book to give away!

Q Which of these fictional

characters ISN’T a talking cat?
a) The Cheshire Cat b) Garfield
c) The Gruffalo

Dream on, Amber
Emma Shevah

Can Khumba prove
to the herd that
he’s NOT bad luck?!

Khumba

MOVIE

For Khumba, a cute young
zebra born with only half his stripes,
life is not all black and white. When his
superstitious herd blame him for the
sudden drought affecting their homeland,
Khumba embarks on an adventure.
Teaming up with a sassy wildebeest and a
flamboyant ostrich, Khumba sets out across
the great desert to try to earn his stripes.
O In cinemas 11 April. Find out more
at khumbamovie.com

Flick to page 55 to enter any of these cool competitions!

WIN!

Amber is half Italian and half
Japanese, and she’s starting a scary
new school with
an embarrassing
prehistoric phone.
Worse than that,
part of Amber is
missing — her dad
has left. And that
means she’ll have
to think of a way of
protecting her little
sister! Luckily,
Amber has a
BIG imagination...

WIN! Ten lucky readers will bag a copy
of Dream on, Amber!

Q Which of these ISN’T a Japanese

martial art?
a) Sumo wrestling b) Karate c) Fencing

